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MC Paul Barman is the definition of an acquired taste. He’s the whitest of the white rappers:
nerdy, self-deprecating, whimsical, pleasant in an aw-shucks way that might endear him to
listeners who wince when rappers get mean. There’s also no one who does quite what he
does. He’s not one of those self-righteous types convinced they’re saving hip-hop from an
amoral morass of gangsterisms. He doesn’t revel in the novelty of the fact that he’s rapping.
He isn’t really a comedy rapper, though the shit he says is usually ridiculous. It’s hard to be
mad he exists, especially because he’ll never find a home on pop radio. He doesn’t represent
anything wrong with rap. He’s not Macklemore. He’s not Lil Dicky. He’s “the crested bird of
nested words.”

(((echo chamber))) is his first release since 2009’s Thought Balloon Mushroom Cloud; in the
interim, he’s become a father. You might think that’s the only thing that could possibly make
his music dorkier, but this isn’t an album of self-conscious dad raps. If being a family man has
affected him at all, it’s that he sounds more at ease, the excitability of his earlier flows replaced
with a careful, laid-back way of explaining things. He delivers many of his rhymes as if from a
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rocking chair, and the general feeling of this album is lush and easygoing, almost baroque. The
production, largely by luminaries like MF Doom and ?uestlove, hearkens back to that post-
golden-age era where beatmakers were happy to put anything in the blender.

He’s still obsessed with all things scatological and can’t resist a good sex rap, but this is his
most mature album, I suppose. “YOUNGMAN speaks on (((race)))” is one of the smartest
musical attempts by a white rapper to grapple with their place in hip hop, though none of his
insights are particularly original. His Jewishness is on full blast here, down to the reclamation
of the triple parentheses used by white supremacists online as an anti-Semitic dog whistle. He
raps from the perspective of a wise-cracking Moses, splicing in a couple commandments of his
own, and when he talks about “Forward playmates” I hope he’s making a reference to the
Jewish magazine The Forward, which as far as I know doesn’t have a retinue of nude models.

But (((echo chamber))) wouldn’t work if it wasn’t so fun. Mark Ronson shows up to chop up
“Sleigh Ride” on “(((happy holidays))),” a song that makes up for its obnoxiousness with the
sheer audacity of its existence. “(((meat n bone)))” is a six-minute showcase for ?uestlove’s
skill behind the boards, and he chops up everything from a cough to a guy singing about
monkeys. It’s an impressive album on all technical fronts, including Barman’s rapping; though
his flow is more like a recitation, the way he stacks rhyme on top of rhyme is dizzying. But
whether or not you enjoy this album depends on what you think of Barman himself, and you’ll
know exactly what you think of Barman in about ten seconds, so you could do worse than just
pressing play.
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